Abstract
Introduction
Frequency hopping(FH) technology achieves secure communications by hopping carrier frequency according to pseudo-random sequences. It is widely used in modern military communication systems and civilian multiple access mobile communication systems since its following properties: it is able to resist determined frequency and narrowband interference, it has a very low probability of intercept, it has capabilities for code division multiple access and frequency band sharing.
Generating FH sequences is one of the key technologies of FH communication systems. FH sequences should have good balance properties to use all frequency gaps uniformly, wide interval frequency hopping gap to avoid multi-path interference, good Hamming correlation properties to decrease probability of collisions between any two frequency hopping sequences at any time, complex structure and long period to make it difficult to restore whole sequence from any partial sequence, lager amount of numbers to construct multi-user network conveniently. FH sequences which are widely used presently are m/M sequences, Reed-Solomon sequences and Bent sequences, etc.. These FH sequences all have some shortcomings such as small amount of number, low complexity, poor security, etc., and can not meet the needs of high-security communication systems.
Chaotic systems can be used to produce large number of wide spectrum, aperiodic and stochasticlike sequences in a number of ways efficiently due to their sensitivity to initial conditions. In recent years, chaotic methods have become to popular methods for generating spreading spectrum sequences and frequency hopping sequences. For examples, [1, 2] discussed the chaotic direct spread spectrum communication system, [3] put forward a multi-value quantization chaotic FH sequences generator, [4, 5, 6] proposed some Bernoulli stochastic-like FH sequences generators, [7, 8] studied two ways of widening gaps of chaotic FH sequences -discard method and translation method.
In general, there are strong nonlinear relationships between the terms of chaotic sequences, and chaotic sequences are difficult to predict by linear method, which is the base of chaotic secret communications. But with the development of computation technology as well as nonlinear theory, some efficient nonlinear methods are proposed to restore whole chaotic sequences from any partial sequences, such as phase space reconstruction. Thus, chaotic sequences generators based on a simple chaotic model can not resist phase space reconstruction attacks.
In this paper, a high security chaotic FH sequences generator based on twice divisions of dynamic system interval and rotated gear dynamic quantification is proposed to address the problem of phase space reconstruction attack. This method not only increased the capability of resisting phase space reconstruction attack of FH sequences significantly, but also improved the Hamming correlation properties of FH sequences. Numerical simulation results show that this chaotic FH sequence generator has better multi-address performance than the common multi-value quantification methods, hence is suitable for using in the FH-CDMA communication systems.
Dynamic Quantization Chaotic FH Sequences Generator
The security of the chaotic FH sequences generator we proposed in this paper come from its dynamic quantization, rather than the complexity of the chaotic map. So we adopted simple 1-dimension Logistic mapping
to generate chaotic sequences of real numbers in this paper. The probability density function of orbits of Logistic mapping (1) is [8, 9] 
Divide the interval of dynamical system (1), [-1, 1] , to p adjacent sub-intervals, which satisfy the probabilities of the chaotic orbits x n dropping in each sub-interval are equal to each other. Denote the end points of these sub-intervals by
We call this division the first division. Suppose that we want to generate q gaps FH sequences. Let p ＝q, and quantize chaotic sequences according to the first divisions, that would be the most common multi-value quantification chaotic FH sequences generator.
The FH sequences generator we present is based on the twice divisions of the chaotic map interval. Moreover, we apply "rotate gear" method in each sub-interval of the first division when quantize chaotic sequences. Thus makes quantitative rules changing all the time, and reduces the dependency between adjacent terms of FH sequences, increases the security of FH sequences. The basic idea of the scheme is as follows:
Divide each equal probability sub-interval of the first division into q adjacent sub-intervals, where q is the wanted FH gaps. We call it the second division. Just like the first division, we let q adjacent subintervals of the second division satisfy the probabilities of the chaotic orbits x n dropping in each subinterval are equal to each other.
Denote the end points of these sub-intervals in the q+1th
In order to describe conveniently, we call the sub-interval of the first divisions, [L k , L k+1 ], the kth gear, and q second division sub-intervals of [L k , L k+1 ] are corresponding to 0, 1, …, q -1 initially. We call these relations the states of the gears, the state of kth gear [L k , L k+1 ] is denoted by g k . We say the kth gear rotates clockwise one tooth if the relation between the q sub-intervals of the kth gear and 0, 1, …, q -1 changes according to Fig. 1 , and we denote this process as the state of the kth gear g k + 1. Obviously, g k + q = g k . Fig. 1 
], namely, x 1 falls in the kth sub-interval of the first division, and the mth sub-interval of the second division. Since rotation of the gears is driven by the chaotic sequence, rules of quantization changes all the time. Thus, the relation between consecutive FH codes quantized by iteration values of chaotic sequence should be very complex, it improves the security and multi-access performance of FH sequences, and increases the anti-attack capabilities of FH sequences to resist the phase space reconstruction attack greatly.
Numerical simulation and Results Analysis of Proposed FH Generator
We mainly analyzed the anti-attack capabilities to resist the phase space reconstruction attack, the balance properties, and Hamming correlation functions of generated FH sequences by numerical simulation.
We do numerical simulation by double precision arithmetic, take the number of frequency gaps q = 256, the length of FH sequences N = 51200. Generate 1500 FH sequences by proposed dynamic quantization scheme using randomly selected initial values. And generate 1500 FH sequences by common multi-value quantization scheme using the same initial values for comparison. Balance properties and properties of Hamming correlation functions of FH sequences generated by two kinds of schemes were analyzed.
Analysis of the Capability of FH Sequences to Resist Phase Space Reconstruction Attack
The anti phase space reconstruction attack capabilities of FH sequences can be analyzed visually by drawing their 2-dimensional phase space diagram. The phase space diagram of FH sequences with high security should not have any obvious structures. We choose number of frequency gaps q = 16 for intuition and convenience. The length of FH sequences is N = 51200. 2-dimensional phase space diagrams of FH sequences generated by common multi-valued quantization and new dynamic quantization are shown in Figure 2 . We can see some structures in the 2-dimensional phase space diagram of FH sequence generated by common multi-value quantization obviously, Fig. 2(a) , which means its security is not high. Meanwhile, there are not any structures in the 2-dimensional phase space diagram of FH sequence generated by our proposed methods, Fig. 2(b) , which means its security is high and can resist phase space reconstruction attack effectively.
Balance Properties of FH Sequences
Balance properties describe the uniformity of frequency gaps the FH sequence used. Good FH sequences use frequency gaps coordinately avoid wasting frequency resource. Balance properties of FH sequences can be evaluated by testing of significance between their experiential frequencies and theoretical frequencies the FH gaps use.
We know that if x is a sample of the random variable, X, which is a discrete equal probability distribution on {1, 2, …, q}, the expected value of the frequency of
For a sufficient long such stochastic sequence, the statistic
is a  2 distribution with a parameter q -1,  2 ~  2 (q-1), namely. We can evaluate balance properties of Generate 10000 FH sequences with length N= 51200 using randomly choosing initial values, the number of frequency gaps q = 256. We can see from Table 1 that there is not any distinct difference between balance properties of generated FH sequences by dynamic quantization and common multi-value quantization schemes.
Properties of Hamming Correlation Functions of FH Sequences
The Hamming autocorrelation function of length N FH sequence {a 1 , a 2 , …, a N } is defined as
The maximum value of Hamming autocorrelation function except 0 is defined as
The Hamming cross-correlation function of two length N FH sequences {a 1 , a 2 , …, a N } and {b 1 
The maximum value of Hamming cross-correlation function is defined as
In Eqs. from (6) to (9) 
If two or more users use the same frequency gap simultaneously in an FH communication system, their communications will interfere mutually between. Hamming correlation functions are usually used to measure the interference of the frequency gap overlaps between different users in the frequency hopping communication systems. The smaller the maximum value of Hamming autocorrelation function except 0 is, the stronger the multiple path interference immunity of the FH system is. The smaller the maximum value of Hamming cross-correlation is, the stronger the multiple access interference immunity of the FH system is [2] . The simulation results of the maximums of Hamming autocorrelation functions except 0 and the maximums of Hamming cross-correlation functions of FH sequences generated by two methods are given in Table 2 and Table 3 . We can see from Table 2 and Table 3 that properties of Hamming correlation functions of dynamic quantization scheme is better than that of common quantization scheme. That indicates "rotate gear" technology is very effective on improving the properties of Hamming correlation functions of FH sequences.
Conclusions
In this paper a new chaotic FH sequences generator is proposed. The generator bases on twice divisions of the chaotic map interval, and adopts "rotate gear" methods in second division. These techniques improve the properties of Hamming correlation functions of generated FH sequences, increase the anti-attack capabilities of FH sequences to resist the phase space reconstruction attack. Moreover, the second division of the chaotic map interval has a variety of methods, such as be in proper order and reversed by turns. And the ways the gears rotate have a variety of options as well, such as rotate n teeth each time, rotate clockwise or anticlockwise. These methods can be applied easily to increase the anti-crack ability of FH sequences further more. Numerical simulation results indicate that the proposed chaotic FH sequences generator can produce large amount high security FH sequences, is suitable for FH communication systems.
